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Once in a Lifetime
Your wedding will be one of the most photographed days of your life. To ensure
you are ready for your close-up, we asked a celebrity makeup artist and famed
hair stylist for their top tips and to share a range of looks for the big day

All thatGlitters

If you have lots of sparkly details on your dress, go ahead and dare to add
some glitter to the centre of your upper lids. Use eye primer and fixing
spray to ensure the glitter will not fall on your cheeks. Add thin liner to
your upper lid, and keep lips a natural glowing pink. Avoid using lipgloss
for this look to maximise impact on the eyes.

High Fashion

Middle parts are often featured on couture runway shows, oozing
sophistication and confidence. To add a hint of femininity, make a low bun
at the nape of the neck and accessorise with floral pins.

Low Ponytail

NICOLA BORISSOV

Peaches
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Focus on Lashes

Go for natural-looking lashes to
open up your eyes in a subtle but
stunning way. Contour, then apply
a light apricot hue on lips, which
go well with dolly fan-out
lashes. Always wear waterproof
mascara, as joyful emotions run
high and it’s hard to keep tears
from falling!

Berry Lips

Wine-stained or burgundy lips
can bring out a sense
sophistication and elegance at
the same time. Keep the eyes
clean and light to put emphasis
on the lips. Ideally created for
indoor weddings, this style also
beautifully matches metallic
dresses, which are also in trend
this season.

English Rose

This makeup works especially well
if pearls are part of your bridal
jewellery or if they are adornments
on your wedding gown. Wear dewy
highlighter on cheekbones, rosy
lips and keep to light, naturallooking eyes. Opt for light brown or
taupe eyeliner to keep the whole
look romantic. The style also looks
stunning for beach weddings
where you can pair it with subtle
waves in your hair.

For years in the hair styling
industry, somjate “james”
klomnoi has been known for
creating stunning looks for
Thai models and celebrities.
By paying attention to their
individual personalities, he
brings out the unique charms
of each client instead of
completely upending their
look. He recently styled
celebrity brides like Chittima
Wattanasin and R&B diva
Lydia Visutthithada, and has
developed as his trademark
classic looks with an urban
twist. Keeping up with trends,
James has put together for
Prestige head-turning
hairstyles from 2015.
IG: @james_hairstylist

Side Swept

Similar to Romantic Curls style,
hair is swept over one shoulder to
show off a beautiful, slender neck.
Use volumising mousse and
treatment oil to smooth hair and
create a magnificent lustre. This
hairstyle is a perfect match for
strapless gowns.

Princess Bun

High and sleek, this classic updo
offers formality, elegance and best
of all, lasts all night. Wrap a braid
around the bun to add a stylish
touch. This look also showcases
your facial structure and natural
beauty to their best.

Romantic Curls

People with straight hair can get
this luscious look with large
rollers or a curling iron. Tuck
hair behind one of your ears and
apply some maximum-strength
hairspray to keep the gorgeous
soft curls in place.
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This look is a perfect fit for olive skin
tones. The runway trend can easily
be adapted to complement a bridal
look by contouring with a light
apricot or peach matte blush. Finish
off with an orange-hued lipstick and
a swipe of apricot gloss on top.
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A career in makeup has taken
natalie lorence jetsetting
around the world, working on
some of the most beautiful
faces in the fashion and film
industry. Apart from her work
being featured in international
magazines, on TV and runway
shows, the Bangkok-based
makeup artist also creates
gorgeous looks for brides.
Natalie specialises in “clean”
makeup and keeping the skin
healthy, bringing out each
woman’s natural beauty. She
is passionate about staying
current with the latest trends
in makeup and techniques,
and shares her five major
makeup trends that will
provide inspiration for your
bridal look.

Add polish to this simple style by
adding extra volume to the back
of your head. For a modern
finish, create texture on the
crown or top part by braiding,
twisting or knotting. This urban
flair also injects a jolt of warmth
and personality to the style.
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